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Over the past couple of months, I have noticed a rash of highprofile stories on infrastructure in the media. Are ASCE’s messages beginning to have the intended effect of raising the public’s awareness of the condition of our infrastructure, or is this
just coincidence? Either way, I am glad to see these items get
the publicity they deserve. Here are some of the stories I saw,
along with some personal commentary on each.
Freeway News: The lead front-page story in the O.C. Register on Sunday, November 6, 2011, was on the long-overdue
widening of the I-5 freeway between the 605 Freeway and the
O.C./L.A. County line. Work is underway on a $1 billion expansion of this 7-mile stretch
of freeway that has not seen major improvements since it was built in the mid-1950s.
Completion is expected in 2016. The project has been made possible by funding provided
by L.A. County’s half-cent sales tax, approved as Measure R. Comment: Hooray! I have
frequently traveled this route during my working career and have long groused over the
failure of L.A. County authorities to widen this bottleneck. Wouldn’t you know that this work
will be wrapping up about the time I expect to call it a career. Better late than never—I am
glad to see this finally happening.
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Rail News: The California High-Speed Rail Authority unveiled a new business plan in November for the Southern California-to-Bay Area bullet train. The system is now expected
to cost $98.5 billion to build over the next 22 years. This is nearly double the previous
cost projection and a 13-year extension of the completion date. The higher costs resulted
in part from the longer schedule and a higher estimate of future inflation. Comment: Will
this be a lethal blow to the project? The engineer in me hopes not—I would love to see the
project built. But will we be able to afford it, and where will the money come from? And,
13 more years? Who knows what technological advances in other types of travel will be
made during that time. Good luck to the Authority and all who are involved—I hope you
can pull this off.
Airport News: Speaking of modes of travel, work continues on the multi-billion dollar modernization of LAX. Meanwhile, the new $543 million Terminal C at John Wayne Airport (JWA)
opened to the public on November 14. The terminal project also added six new gates,
three baggage carousels, and a new parking structure as Orange County prepares for the
future. Trivia time—which is the top city served by JWA, by number of passengers flying
annually? (Answer below). Meanwhile, a drastic fall-off of passenger volume and domestic
flights has occurred at Ontario International Airport. The airport has experienced a 36%
reduction in passenger volume and a 47% decrease in domestic departures since August
2007. In a front-page article on October 31, 2011, the L.A. Times discussed how Inland
Empire leaders are pushing to gain control of the airport away from Los Angeles World
Airports, whom they accuse of neglecting Ontario in favor of LAX. Ontario has the potential
to accommodate 30 million passengers annually. Its current traffic is less than half that.
Comment: While LAX is playing some catch-up, it seems to me that these three major LA.
Basin airports are or will be positioned to accommodate future growth in air travel. For the
time being, this makes one component of infrastructure where supply is ahead of demand.
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EDITORI AL

A RTI C L E

This Month in Sacramento
(ASCE)

What Will You Do?

.................................................................................................................................

The year has brought us a lot of blessings. We again have a lot to be
thankful for. As we move into the holiday season, we must remember
the fact that we have chosen to make a difference. We build a better life
for everyone. We are civil engineers.

.................................................................................................................................

By Richard Markuson, Pacific Advisory Group
Governor Jerry Brown has “disposed” of the bills passed by the Legislature, signing the vast majority of them. Despite some of his early
statements about the relative merit of the bills being sent to him, he is
signing the vast majority of measures—over 90% so far.

I do not know if you realize the magnitude of such responsibility and
the consequences of inaction. You and I have a lot of weight on our
shoulders. People actually respect and look up to our contributions to
society. But such is the challenge. How do we actually effect significant
change—humbly, but with conviction—that we convince others that we
are really worth the respect we seek?

Vetoed
Brown vetoed AB 1210 (Garrick) that would have exempted Civil Engineers from the requirements imposed by the State Water Resources
Control Board (SWRCB) for certification as a QSD or QSP. Region 9
joined the supporters of the bill to argue that the qualifications to practice engineering should be established by the Engineers’ Board and
that the SWRCB and other regulatory bodies should not set standards
and enforce additional requirements on what are fundamentals of the
practice of civil engineering. In his veto message Brown explained;

Civil engineers are some of the most admired professionals on this
planet. But does it really matter if civil engineers, unlike celebrities, do
not get recognized for their efforts and for their achievements? I know
this feeling very well, for I believe my team (in my regular job) has done
some of the most significant things that others can only dream of participating in. But we remain in the background, silently toiling, making a
difference. I always tell my staff that we do not seek recognition for our
achievements, we just do the work.

“I am returning Assembly Bill 1210 without my signature. This bill would
exempt licensed civil engineers from training requirements related
to the preparation of Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plans. Many
of these storm plans are found to be deficient and those preparing
them need a much better understanding of the necessary elements
of a solid plan. It is not feasible to inspect every plan or every construction site but it is essential to have some process in place to ensure compliance in preparing complete and sound storm water plans.
The current process depends on a training education program for all
professionals who prepare storm plans—engineers, geologists, hydrologists, and landscape architects. This bill, a piecemeal approach,
exempts only one profession, the civil engineers. A more comprehensive solution would be better. I am directing the State Water Board to
review the entire program and evaluate compliance alternatives that
are more efficient and workable for all professionals.”

But assume for a moment that we do indeed get widely recognized for
our work. What would happen then? I somewhat know that feeling as
well, for there are small but significant achievements we have made in
the past few years that have gained the attention of people who need
to know. That, my friends, creates and effects more change. For in
those small things that were recognized and given some importance,
our subtle messages are finally heard. In those moments of greatness,
people actually realize that we can provide ideas that can affect millions
of people. The goal is not self-gratification or self-promotion, but for
someone to finally notice and beget success with success.
The phenomenon I allude to is endorsement. Not necessarily by some
celebrity, but by normal people who truly believe in a cause and work
hard to make others know of that cause and the effects of that cause.
With an abundance of social media, we create a network of individuals
who talk about and live the messages we promote. People who talk
about those achievements promote and endorse more of the same kind
of work; and with that, the possibility of diverting scarce resources to
further the goals of that work.

From the wording of the message, it would appear the SWRCB had a
role in the veto.
Suffering the same fate was AB 275 (Solorio) that would allow the
installation of rainwater capture systems (RCS) to store rainwater that
has not yet collected urban pollutants for non-potable purposes. Brown
noted, “I am returning Assembly Bill 275 without my signature. This
measure seeks to adopt an interim standard for rainwater capture
outside the established Building Standards Commission process. Without some urgency or a more compelling reason, I think it is better to
stick with the process and follow existing California law.” This veto
was slightly more convoluted. At the behest of the plumbers union, AB
275 became a tug-of-war between two competing code development
organizations—the International Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials (IAPMO) and the International Code Council (ICC). AB 275
would have required that the work on RCS comply with the requirements contained in the 2010 Green Plumbing and Mechanical Code
Supplement (GPMCS), published by IAPMO unless the California Building Standards Commission (BSC) adopts superseding building standards. ICC objected to this and with the plumbers union—persuaded
Brown to veto the bill.

As civil engineers, we have the power to do so. Yes a lot of us work in
our small niches, and are satisfied with the contributions we make to a
portion of a project. But a lot of us also dream big. Regardless of your
perspective, collectively, we should dream big. Let people talk about our
achievements and let those discussions become a tool for us to build a
better world—and more importantly, a better future—for all of us.
May this holiday season provide you with some time to reflect about
your career, your environment, and the things that we can do together.
Reflect on your achievements as well as the lessons from your failures
(and what others have learned from them).
We are coming to another turning point with the commencement of a
new year. How will you make a difference?
Enjoy this issue of your newsletter. Happy holidays to all of us!!!
—Dr. Cris B. Liban, P.E.
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Water News: Ongoing litigation threatens the 2003 water pact between the
Imperial Valley and San Diego County. You may recall that the pact allows the
Imperial Irrigation District (IID) to transfer some of its share of Colorado River
water to the San Diego County Water Authority via the Colorado Aqueduct. To
say that the two agencies have become dependent upon each other is an
understatement. Today, a third of IID’s water operations budget comes from
payments made by San Diego. More than a third of the water distributed by
San Diego to local agencies comes from this agreement and two related agreements. Opponents of the water pact contend that the reduction in agricultural
runoff as a result of the water sales to San Diego will cause the Salton Sea
to shrink, thus creating an environmental disaster. The litigation is largely centered on whether the state should be allowed to help fund the multi-billion–dollar
restoration of the sea and/or if it has the financial wherewithal to do so. What
happens if the courts strike down the pact is unclear. Does Southern California
turn to Northern California to pick up the slack? That could bring on the mother
of all water wars. Comment: The irony to me in all this is the fact that the current Salton Sea has only been in existence since 1905. That year, heavy flows
on the Colorado River breached canal head gates and then overtopped canal
dikes, flowing toward the sub–sea-level sump in Imperial County known as the
Salton Sink. At times over a two-year period, the entire volume of the Colorado
River would flow into the Salton Sink. By the time the river was finally controlled,
the largest lake in California had been re-created. I say re-created, because over
the past hundreds of thousands of years, the Salton Sink has alternately been
a lake and a dry desert basin, depending on river flows and evaporation. Did
anyone sue anyone in previous millennia when the sea would naturally dry up?
World Population News: The United Nations announced that Monday, October 31, 2011, was the date of the arrival of the globe’s 7 billionth occupant.
The UN estimates we’ll hit 8 billion by 2025 and 10 billion by 2083. News of this
milestone rekindled fears of how the resources of the planet will cope with the

needs of so many people. Comment: This why the world needs
and depends on Civil Engineers and why I contend that ours is not
only a very noble profession, but also a very secure one. Other
professions come and go, but Civil Engineering is here for the
long haul! This story, together with the preceding story on the water pact, reminds us how important it has become for engineers,
indeed all of society, to blend the needs of the human population
with the interests of our world’s environment.
Merger News: Within a span of several days in early October
announcements were made that two venerable California-based
civil-engineering firms were being acquired. First, RBF Consulting
revealed that it had been acquired by Michael Baker Associates,
followed by news of the acquisition of Winzler & Kelly by GHD.
Comment: Like many, I was shocked when I initially heard this
news. However, since then, the more I learned about the deals,
the more understandable they became. Now the real work begins
as they move into the all-important integration phase. I wish them
the best of luck in this effort.
Holiday News: As we usher in the twelfth and final month of
2011, the newspapers advertisers make it abundantly clear that
the holiday season is upon us. Comment: Civil engineering is
now a very diverse profession. ASCE members represent both
genders and many different nationalities, races, and religious beliefs. Whichever holiday it is that you observe, I offer my best
wishes to all my fellow ASCE members, their families and loved
ones for a wondrous holiday and a safe, healthy, prosperous, and
Happy New Year.
Trivia Answer: Phoenix
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Brown also vetoed Region 9-supported SB 263 (Pavley) that would
have required the Department of Water Resources (DWR) to make well
logs available, with certain restrictions, to governmental agencies for
studies, college-level or higher academics for research, geologists,
geophysicists, hydrologists, civil engineers, licensed well contractors
or any person who obtains written authorization from the well owner.
Brown said, “I am returning SB 263 without my signature. The original
intent of this bill recognized that wise management and use of groundwater supply requires public disclosure of well logs. Unfortunately, as
amended, this bill now unduly restricts the use of these reports and
imposes severe criminal penalties for disclosure. California is the only
western state that does not provide ready access to well reports. That
should be changed. I am directing the Department of Water Resources
to work with the author to ensure responsible public access to well
logs.”

Environment California released “National Solar Jobs Census 2011: A
Review of the US Solar Workforce,” which finds that California leads the
nation in “solar-related jobs” with 25,000 out of “more than 100,000”
nationwide.
The Milken Institute has released “What Brain Drain? California Among
the Best in U.S. at Retaining Skilled Workers,” which says over the past
decade, “about 65% of skilled CA natives were living and working in the
state, far above the national average of about 50%.”
Controller John Chiang has released the financial statement and summary analysis on the state’s cash flow for September; he finds revenues “$301.6 million below projections” from the recently passed
state budget, and also finds year-to-date general fund revenues “behind the budget’s estimates by $705.5 million.”
CA Budget Project has released its report, “Should California Extend
Sales Tax to Services?”, which outlines potential benefits and drawbacks of an expansion.

New Reports
The High Speed Rail Authority has released its updated business plan,
found at http://www.cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/business_plan_reports.
aspx

The Sierra Club has distributed a report, “Saving Money at the Gas
Pump: State-by-State Consumer Savings from Stronger Fuel Efficiency
and Carbon Pollution Standards,” produced by the Union of Concerned
Scientists and the Natural Resources Defense Council. It says the
Obama Administration’s proposed fuel-efficiency and carbon pollution
standards will “save Californians, in just 14 years, $4.95 billion” and
cut the state’s oil use “by 2.67 billion gallons.”

The State’s Delta Watermaster released a new study, “Report on Statements of Water Diversions and Use: Providing a Better Picture of Water
Use in the Delta.”
US Geological Survey reports that one of its studies was recently published in the journal “PLoS ONE” in an article titled “Projected Evolution
of California’s San Francisco Bay-Delta-River System in a Century of Climate Change.” The study says the Bay-Delta system may experience
longer dry seasons, diminishing snow packs, earlier snow melt, etc.

Treasurer Bill Lockyer has released the 2011 Debt Affordability Report,
The Challenge Ahead: Balancing California’s Infrastructure Investments
and Service Needs, which recommends better infrastructure planning
and less reliance on the general fund to finance public works projects.

Environment CA has released its study, The Way Forward on Global
Warming: Reducing Carbon Pollution Today and Restoring Momentum
for Tomorrow by Promoting Clean Energy, which highlights the idea
that local governments, with no help from Congress, can cut carbon
pollution nationally by 20% by 2020.

ASCE Key Contacts
The California Legislature introduces more than 2,500 bills every year,
and many of them can directly or indirectly affect your practice of engineering. If you want to be more involved in representing your profession and ASCE, take the first step and become a key contact. ASCE’s
Key Contact program will notify you of important legislation, both here
in California and in Washington D.C., and give you an easy way to make
your position known to your elected officials. Join today!

The Legislative Analyst’s Office has released two reports: “Alternative
Energy Manufacturing Sales and Use Tax Exclusions (SB 71) Program”
was presented to Senate Energy, Utilities and Communications Committee; and “Potential Funding Alternatives for the Bay Delta Conservation Planning Process” was presented to Assembly Water, Parks, and
Wildlife Committee.

For more information on ASCE’s legislative program contact Richard
Markuson. For information on transportation measures, contact Kenneth Rosenfield, and for water bills, Mark Norton.

National ASCE (800) 548-2723 (ASCE)
Access National ASCE at: www.asce.org
L.A. Section web site at:

www.ascelasection.org
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ASCE Region 9
Announces the Sixth Annual
California Infrastructure Symposium
Awards Dinner
Legislative Day

SAVE THE DATE

February 28 and 29, 2012
The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) realizes that critical infrastructure systems are
facilities and assets so vital that their destruction or incapacitation would disrupt the security,
economy, safety, health, or welfare of the public. One of ASCE’s top priorities is to raise the
grades on California’s infrastructure.
ASCE Region 9 is taking the lead by presenting the Sixth Annual California Infrastructure
Symposium to be held on Tuesday, February 28, 2012, in Sacramento. The Infrastructure
Symposium will address such topics as roads and highways, bridges, high speed rail, water
supply, and flood control. The speakers are invited to give you the most current information on
Federal and State priorities, alternate modes of funding, the stimulus plan, gas tax restructuring,
and more. There will also be discussion of National and Statewide Report Cards which will
identify and bring attention for infrastructure support and renewal in California.
Following the Infrastructure Symposium, you may also register for an evening to help celebrate
excellence in California Civil Engineering projects and honor the outstanding accomplishments
of individuals at the ASCE Region 9 Awards Dinner.
Please mark your calendar to join us on Tuesday, February 28, 2012, at the Hyatt Regency
Sacramento at Capitol Park, 1209 L Street, Sacramento, California for continuing education,
networking, and social events you will not want to miss. Look for more information as it
becomes available at www.asce.org/region9.
Also, please note that ASCE Region 9 Legislative Day will take place on Wednesday,
February 29, 2012 at the California State Capitol in Sacramento.
For additional information, please contact Lori Campbell, Administrator,
lkc.consulting@sbcglobal.net, or by telephone at 916.965.1536.

ASCE Region 9 represents more than 18,000 ASCE members in the State of California.

P.O. Box 2575 | Fair Oaks, CA 95628 | 916.965.1536 | FAX 916.965.6234 | www.asce.org/region9
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HONORS & AWARDS—DISTINGUISHED MEMBERS, CL ASS OF 2011

Section Member Elected Distinguished Member
.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

The American Society of Civil Engineers recently
recognized the accomplishments of Robert D.
Nichol, P.E., Dist.M.ASCE, a Los Angeles Section
member, by electing him a Distinguished Member,
Class of 2011. He is also a member of the Metropolitan Los Angeles Branch.
Since 1975, when Robert D. Nichol, P.E.,
Dist.M.ASCE became only the second president of
Moffatt & Nichol, the firm has experienced unprecedented growth while at the same time preserving
the family culture its founders had conscientiously
established and nourished. His vision and leadership expanded the company from a small southern California firm (one office and 50 employees)
into a national force. Today, the firm is a global
force with 26 offices and more than 500 employees. ASCE recognized Mr. Nichol’s achievements
with the 2010 Outstanding Projects and Leaders
(OPAL) leadership award for management.

freight forecasting services, which have attracted
some of the world’s largest lending institutions as
clients.

Photo by David Hathcox/ASCE

Robert D. Nichol, P.E.

Mr. Nichol’s lifelong commitment to excellence
is clearly seen in his long list of award-winning
projects. Jobs completed by the firm under Mr.
Nichol’s guidance span more than 40 years, and
include port planning and infrastructure projects
in virtually every major port in the United States.
Today, Mr. Nichol adheres to the examples of the
founders that the firm shall provide its clients with
“good engineers, honest engineers, and resourceful engineers.” He has been responsible for innovative breakthroughs in major waterfront and transportation projects by coupling engineering and
construction know-how with innovative concepts
to create state-of-the-art, practical solutions for
clients.

Mr. Nichol has personally dedicated himself to active membership in
many professional organizations, both nationally and locally. He has
served as the U.S. Commissioner for the Permanent International Association of Navigation Congress (PIANC). For the National Research
Council he was appointed to the Commission on Engineering and Technical Systems. He is a Fellow of the American Society of Civil Engineers and was recently appointed to the Senior Executive Group of the
Society of American Military Engineers.

Under Mr. Nichol’s guidance, the firm has been a key innovator in the
planning and design of modern port infrastructure. As a result, the firm
is today irrevocably linked to this important industry as it supports the
movement of goods and services that maintain the economic engine
of this and other countries. This market dominance is acknowledged
by competitors and clients alike, and today, many of the world’s largest
ports and port operating companies look to Moffatt & Nichol for guidance in their need for growth.

Distinguished Membership is the highest award the Society may confer, second only to the title of ASCE President. Members or Fellows
elected to this prestigious and highly selective list have attained acknowledged eminence in a branch of engineering or its related arts
and sciences. To learn how you can nominate an outstanding professional for Distinguished Membership, please visit http://www.asce.
org/awards or contact awards@asce.org.

The firm’s contributions are not limited to planning and engineering
disciplines. Under Mr. Nichol’s direction, the firm has also grown to
become one of the nation’s largest coastal engineering firms, supporting the environmental and navigational needs of the port industry with
design in areas as diverse as dredging and habitat restoration. In addition, the firm was among the first to offer in-house economics and

A Great Idea from the Life Members
The ASCE Life Members’ Public Image Committee request
that members take their (to be discarded) Civil Engineering
magazines to their doctor’s office or barber shop and merge
them with the stack of magazines. We feel that this will be an
effective way to make the general public more aware of what
civil engineers do.
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AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS
International Committee, Los Angeles Section

AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS
7 International Engineering and Construction Conference (IECC’7)
th

International Committee,
February 13-15,Los
2012Angeles Section
Website: www.a-tech.hk/IECC7/index.html

TheCentre
7thofInternational
Excellence in Engineered Engineering
Fibre Composites
University of South Queensland, Australia
and Construction
Conference
SPONSORS
ASCE Los Angeles Section - International Committee
(IECC’7)
University
of California, Irvine
ASCE UCI Student Chapter
scheduled for
February 13–15, 2012
CONFERENCE THEME
“Green Infrastructure System”
to be held at the University
of South Queensland, Australia
VENUE
Brisbane, Australia
has been postponed
until the year 2013.
HOST

The ASCE Los Angeles Section International Committee is organizing its 7th International Engineering and
Construction Conference (IECC’7), jointly with the Centre of Excellence in Engineered Fibre Composites
(CEEFC), University of Southern Queensland (USQ), Australia. The conference will be held during February
13-15, 2012, in Brisbane, Australia.

Conference Objectives

THE NEW DATE AND VENUE
WILL BE ANNOUNCED
ON THE CONFERENCE WEBSITE:

The 7th International Engineering and Construction Conference (IECC’7) is a multidisciplinary forum with
several symposia covering a wide range of engineering areas with emphasis on engineering design and
construction. The goal of this conference is to enhance the lines of communication between researchers and
technical professionals to exchange innovative research and technological advancements. The conference theme
focuses on “Green Infrastructure System”. This theme incorporates innovative building systems in which
affordable green construction, materials and system are pronounced. The conference will cover most of the
subjects associated with the above mentioned vision. The objective of the conference is to focus on various
topics related to green infrastructure development which incorporates innovative building systems, materials and
design. The previous objectives cannot be separated from the wider objectives of eco-villages, city planning,
green materials and green construction management on the community level. This would also require successful
sustainability and energy efficiency code development. The conference will also deal with carbon finance in
construction, renewable energy in construction, environmentally compatible engineering in design and
construction, assessment and monitoring of long-term performance, recyclable construction materials and
systems, and other state-of-the art papers related to built environment and energy conservation are also
Contact Dr. C.T. Bathala, Chair,
encouraged.

www.a-tech.hk/IECC7/index.html

ASCE Los Angeles Section International Committee,
at ctbathala@hotmail.com if you need additional information.
THANK YOU!
Los Angeles Section
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Fax
661-702-8475
661-702-8475

CIVIL AND GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING • DAM ENGINEERING
OFFICES IN NO. & SO. CALIFORNIA, COLORADO AND PENNSYLVANIA
SERVICES PROVIDED NATIONWIDE

Mobile
805-404-6103
Mobile
805-404-6103
Mobile
805-404-6103
mhawley@lgcgeo.com
mhawley@lgcgeo.com
mhawley@lgcgeo.com
www.lgcgeo.com
www.lgcgeo.com
www.lgcgeo.com

LIN Consulting, Inc.
Traffic, Civil and Electrical Consulting Engineers

William Sun, P.E., T.E.
Senior Project Manager

21660 E. Copley Drive, #270, Diamond Bar, CA 91765-4173
Tel (909) 396-6850 ext. 105 • Fax (909) 396-8150
E-mail: wsun@linconsulting.com
www.jdscivil.com

* Geotechnical Engineering
* Geo-Earthquake Engineering
* Seismic Hazards Evaluation
* Soil Dynamics/Vibrations

* Engineering Geology
* Hydrogeology
* Seismic Geology
* Forensic Studies

525 N Cabrillo Park Drive, Suite 280
Santa Ana, California 92701
Phone: (714) 796-9100; FAX: (714) 796-9191
Web Site: www.geopentech.com
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1672 Donlon Street
Ventura, California 93003
Local 805 654 6977
FA X 8 0 5 6 5 4 6 9 7 9
State 800 676 1916
Engineers
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The leader in civil engineering
and surveying providing
professional state-of-the-art
services, commitment to
excellence, and timely
responsiveness.
Planners

Surveyors

PROFES S IO NAL D I R ECT ORY
.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
D E D I C AT I O N T O S E R V I C E ®
CIVIL ENGINEERING
CONSTRUC TION MANAGEMENT
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Mestre Greve Associates

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Contacts: Matt Jones, P.E.
Fred Greve, P.E.

PLANNING
P U B L I C W O R K S A D M I N I S T R AT I O N

27812 El Lazo Road
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677
Tel: (949) 349-0671
www.mgal.com

805 544-4011
w w w. w a l l a ce gro u p. u s

Land Development Consultants
Cost Estimating
Construction Management
Dry Utility Consulting/Coordination
Public/Private Bid Administration
CFD Administration
Electric/Telephone Applicant Designs
Expert Witness/Litigation Support
SBE, DBE, WBE Certified

S U R V E Y I N G / G I S S O LU T I O N S
WAT E R R E S O U R C E S

Attorneys at Law
www.weildrage.com

Serving the Design Professional community in a wide
range of construction and business-related matters.

Office: 714-751-5557
Contact:
1516 Brookhollow Drive
Marji Knitter, President – mknitter@moote.com or
Santa Ana, CA 92705
Mike McGovern, PE, FASCE – mmcgovern@moote.com
Paul A. Moote & Associates, Inc
www.moote.com

California

(949) 837-8200

●

Nevada

(702) 314-1905

●

Arizona

(602) 971-0159

MATERIALS SUBMISSION INFORMATION
Hayim
Ninyo
Hayim
Ninyo
Ted Miyake

Ted Miyake

17991 Fitch, Irvine, CA 92614
17991
Fitch, Irvine,
CA 476-8322
92614
Phone (949)
442-2442
Fax (949)
Phone
442-2442 Fax (949) 476-8322
E-Mail:(949)
hninyo@nmggeotechnical.com
E-Mail:
hninyo@nmggeotechnical.com
www.nmggeotechnical.com
www.nmggeotechnical.com

All graphic materials submitted for use in the ASCE newsletter
should have all fonts outlined, and links included; .eps files preferred. Other formats are: InDesign CS2, Adobe Illustrator CS2;
additional acceptable file formats are: .jpg, .tif and .pdf files. Images
www.psomas.com
embedded in Microsoft Word documents should be sent separately,
PLANNING DESIGN CONSTRUC TION
at a minimum resolution of 150 dpi at the display size desired.
Collected files, including links and fonts, should be compressed
and emailed, or sent on zip disk (provide return address). Business
Providing innovative, timely and cost effective
solutions to today’s design challenges through cards can be submitted electronically as well, or send clean, crisp,
personalized client service
www.RBF.com b&w laser print, unfolded. This publication is 8.5ʺ × 11ʺ.
Offices located throughout California, Arizona and Nevada 800-479-3808

P: (805) 543-1794 | www.rrmdesign.com

Hydrology/Hydraulics/Environmental Software

ADVANCED WATER ENGINEERING
...in partnership with nature

• Water / Wastewater
• Manmade Lakes / Streams
Fountains / Pools

• Stormwater Management
• River Engineering

• River / Wetland
Restoration

WWW.PACEWATER.COM
HEADQUARTERS

17520 Newhope Street, Suite 200 | Fountain Valley, California 92708
main: 714.481.7300 fax: 714.481.7299
ADDITIONAL LOCATIONS:
PHOENIX, AZ • BEIJING, CHINA • CAIRO, EGYPT • MOSCOW, RUSSIA

Community | Civic & Public Safety | Education | Recreation | Urban
architects | engineers | landscape architects | planners | surveyors

Advanced Engineering
Software
P.O. Box 4962
Garden Grove, CA 92842-4962
Tel/Fax: (714) 780-8990

TO REVIEW AES PROGRAM FEATURES AND CAPABILITIES,
VISIT:

http://www.advancedengineeringsoftware.com

Civil - Planning - Water Resources - Inspection
Surveying - Construction Management - Program Management
Architecture - Environmental - Landscape Architecture

• Software written/supported by Authors of the Hydrology Manuals.
• Software used throughout Southern California since 1980
by private and government agency engineers.
• Used to develop 55 City-Wide and County-Wide Master Plans
of Drainage throughout California.

2305 Chicago Avenue - Riverside - CA - 92507
Ph. (951) 680-0440 - Fax (951) 680-0490
www.tkeengineering.com

AES Program Developers & Support:

Debanik Chaudhuri

Chief Geotechnical Engineer

562.426.3355 phone
562.426.6424 fax
562.355.8635 cell
dchaudhuri@twininglabs.com
www.twininglabs.com
2883 East Spring Street
Suite 300
Long Beach, CA 90806
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Theodore V. Hromadka II, Ph.D., Ph.D., Ph.D., P.E., P.H., LG, Professor
Emeritus, CSUF; Johannes J. DeVries, Ph.D., P.E., Faculty, UC Davis;
Howard H. Chang, Ph.D., P.E., Professor, SDSU;
Paolo Zanetti, Ph.D., QEP, President, EnviroCOMP;
Robert J. Whitley, Ph.D., Professor Emeritus, UC Irvine;
Carlos Brebbia, Ph.D., Director, Wessex Institute of Technology;
Gary Guymon, Ph.D., P.E., Professor Emeritus, UC Irvine.

Monthly: Est. 1913

1405 Warner Ave.
Suite B
Tustin, CA 92780

Los Angeles Section

NON-PROFIT
U.S. POSTAGE

PAID

PERMIT NO. 1441
Santa Ana, CA

Postmaster: This contains time-sensitive materials.
Please deliver promptly.

Please contact ASCE Membership at
1-800-548-ASCE for any address changes.

This newsletter is printed on
Forest Stewardship Council
(FSC)-certified paper using
soy-based ink.

ASCE Officers and Directors of the Los Angeles Section, FY 2011-2012

..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
President

John Hogan, P.E.

Hall & Foreman, Inc.

714-665-4507

jhogan@hfinc.com

President-Elect

Michael Thornton, P.E.

T K E Engineering Inc.

951-680-0440

mthornton@tkeengineering.com

Past President

Gregory Heiertz, P.E.

Irvine Ranch Water District

949-453-5560

heiertz@irwd.com

Secretary

Janice Horcasitas, P.E.

City of Bakersfield

661-326-3607

jhorcasi@bakersfieldcity.us

Treasurer

Kathereen Shinkai, P.E.

LPA

949-701-4033

kathereen.shinkai@gmail.com

Vice-President Student Activities

Gregg Fiegel, PhD, P.E.

Cal Poly San Luis Obispo

805-756-1307

gfiegel@calpoly.edu

Vice-President Technical Groups

Bill Flores, P.E.

HDR Engineering, Inc.

951-320-7311

bill.flores@hdrinc.com

Desert Area

Clarence Martin, P.E.

City of L.A. Department of Water and Power

760-873-0342

Clarence.Martin@ladwp.com

Metropolitan Los Angeles

Marlon Calderon, P.E.

City of LA, Bureau of Engineering

213-473-6233

marlon.calderon@lacity.org

Orange County Branch

Josh Nelson, P.E. M.ASCE

CNC Engineering

626-333-0336

Jnelson@cc-eng.com

San Bernardino/Riverside Counties

Rita Escobar

AECOM

714-567-2498

Rita.escobar@aecom.com

San Luis Obispo

Vallerie Huff, P.E.

Wallace Group

805-544-4011

valerieh@wallacegroup.us

Santa Barbara/Ventura Counties

Marta Alvarez, P.E., P.L.S.

Y.C.E. Engineering & Surveying

805-650-6995

yce-mya@pacbell.net

Southern San Joaquin

Jay Schlosser, P.E.

AECOM

661-325-7253

Jay.schlosser@aecom.com

Younger Member Forum

Amber Girard

CH2MHill

213-228-8207

Amber.Girard@CH2M.com

Life Member Forum

Larry Lewis, P.E.

Retired / City of Los Angeles

562-927-2088

ML3Lewis@aol.com

Region 9 Governor

Jay Higgins, P.E.

URS Corporation

818-406-4896

jay_higgins@urscorp.com
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Employment Ads	Display Ads

Please send all copy to the Editor by
the first of the month preceding publication.

Identification Statement

ASCE Newsletter, (ISSN 0273-6233)
is published monthly by ASCE,
Los Angeles Section, 1405 Warner Ave.
Tustin, California 92780. Subscription price
included in Section dues of $45.

Circulation

Circulated monthly (except for a joint
July/August issue) to the 5,000 subscribing
members of the Los
Section, ASCE.
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1/8 page $150
1/4 page $250
1/2 page $415
1 page $690
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$350 per business card for a full year
(Additional fees may be applied for typesetting.
Please call for information.)

Position Wanted Ads
No cost to L.A. Section members.
For more advertising and billing information,
please contact Gayle Stewart at (714) 258-8306
or gstewart@associationplanet.com
National ASCE (800) 548-2723 (ASCE)
Access National ASCE at: www.asce.org
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